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Json generate exceptions in the enterprise cobol programming guide

With z/OS 1.13 and above, several new COBOL run-time messages were added through APARs PH15921, PH02099, PI84516, PI83544, PI97171, PI77290, PI72127, PI51224, PI37323, PM86742 and PH26783. The existing PH24531 message has been updated. A new message added through
PH26783: ** IGZ0342W During the execution of JSON PARSE's statement on the line number of the program-name program, it was determined that the value of the JSON name/value pair with the name JSON-name in offset offset was one of the special values true or false. However, the corresponding
COBOL data name is not specified on JSON PARSE's CONVERT BOOLEAN statement. Explanation: A certain JSON value was true or false. The value was not assigned to the COBOL data item because the data item &lt;data-name&gt;is not specified on the JSON PARSE STATEMENT CONVERT
BOOLEAN expression.      Parser JSON stopped and set the special JSON-CODE register to 107, a requirement of exception. Offset refers to byte offset JSON values from the beginning of JSON text. This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified.  Developer Response:
Specify an item of information about the expression CONVERT BOOLEAN in the JSON PARSE statement. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0AM ** Existing message updated via PH24531: **** IGZ0153S The program name is compiled with a
compiler level that requires the installation of a service on the z/OS or on the COBOL Runtime language environment component, or both. Contact cobol support for further assistance. Explanation: Attempts were made to run a program that was compiled with a compiler release or service level that
requires maintenance installation on z/OS or on the COBOL Runtime language environment component, or both, but this maintenance is not installed. Developer Response: Contact the system developer to ensure that the appropriate COBOL Runtime component of maintaining the language environment
and maintenance z/OS is installed as specified in the recent version or maintenance of the COBOL compiler installed. Contact cobol support for further assistance. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ04P ** New messages added via PH15921: *****
IGZ0350S The program name could not get bytes of storage length from the language environment when moving offsets. Explanation: The request to obtain cobol working-storage stack storage failed from the program name.                                           Developer response: Increase your region &lt;/data-
name&gt;to run this program, or contact your system developer to ensure that the size of the required storage does not exceed the maximum limit set on the system.                             System Operation: The application has been terminated. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0AU ____ IGZ0351S Attempted
TO run a COBOL program with a language environment that requires a higher level of minimum z/OS release version of the Minimum Version Release. Explanation: The COBOL program was performed at a language environment level that was too low. The COBOL program must run with a language
environment that requires a z/OS version of the minimum version of the Release minimum release or higher.                                           Developer Response: Run a program with a supported version and language environment release.                         System Operation: The application has been
terminated. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0AV ____ IGZ0352S Dynamic call to program object name failed because the so-called subprogram is not an AMODE 64 program.  Explanation: A dynamic call was made from amode 64 COBOL program in AMODE 24 or AMODE 31 program. Only dynamic calls
from amode 64 COBOL programs to AMODE 64 programs that correspond to the language environment are allowed.                                                         Developer Response: Change the so-called subprogram to an AMODE 64 program that corresponds to the language
environment.                                                          System Operation: The application has been terminated. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0B0 __ IGZ0353S Dynamic call to program object name failed because the so-called subprogram is not an AMODE 64 program that corresponds to the language
environment. Explanation: The dynamic call was made from the AMODE 64 COBOL program to the AMODE 64 program that was not in line with the language environment. The main entry point for the AMODE 64 program corresponding to the language environment must be CELQSTRT. Program
Response: Rename the program object to amode 64 program that corresponds to the language environment. If the COBOL program was associated with asembleer programs, a CELQSTRT input binder control statement may be required to identify it as the primary entry point. This error may also occur if



a csect assembler has been mistakenly identified as the primary entry point.    System Operation: The application has been terminated. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0B1 __ is not reachable.  Explanation: The dynamic call was made from the AMODE 64 COBOL program in AMODE 64 C/C+/I or an
assembler program that was not fetchable. When building a subprogram, use the #pragma Connectivity Directive (C/C++) or fetchable (PL/I) or connect to CELQFMAN LE CSECT (assembler). This error may also occur if AMODE 64 is incorrectly associated with other AMODE 31 or non-LE assembler
programs.                                         Developer Response: Rename the program object to a program that corresponds to the language environment.                                                                      System Operation: The application has been terminated. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0B2 __Programski name
IGZ0355S is optimized with the level of automatic binary optimizer that requires the service to be installed on the language environment. Explanation: Attempts were made to run a program that is optimized with the release level or automatic binary optimizer service that requires installing maintenance on
the language environment, but this maintenance is not installed.                                           Developer Response: Contact your system developer to ensure that appropriate language environment maintenance is installed as specified in the recent version of automatic binary optimization or installation.
System Operation: The application has been terminated. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0B3 __ Option ignored. Explanation: The option name was not a valid COBOL run-time option or was not supported by a combination of compilation options that were in effect. The latter may occur if, for example, LP is
used.                                            Developer response: Check and correct a number of startup options.                           System Operation: Ignores the name of the option. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0B4 ** New messages added through PH02099: **.*** IGZ0348S Argument-1 for function name in
program-name when offseting had a length that was not a multiple byte-multiple bytes. Explanation: The input argument of the specified function was expected to have a length that is multiple from the specified number of bytes. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer
response: Identify and correct data with incorrect length. Feedback code: IGZ0AS ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0349S Mantissa in argument-1 for function name in offset program name contained more than 16 digits. Explanation: The
total number of digits in the floating point number mantissa in the argument-1 of the specified function exceeded 16 digits. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer response: Adjust the number of digits in the mantissa in argument-1 in an unsuccessful statement. Symbolic
feedback code: IGZ0AT ** New messages added via PI83544 / PI84516: *** IGZ0319W The name of the OPTION to run COBOL specified in IGZUOPT conflicts with the option option name; option name of the option is ignored. Explanation: COBOL options during operation listed in IGZUOPT are
conflicting. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: Correct the option. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ09V ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0320W The name of the COBOL startup option specified in
IGZUOPT is invalid. It's neglected. Explanation: The COBOL time-of-work option specified in IGZUOPT is invalid. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: Correct conflicting options. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0A0 --------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------- IGZ0321W During the execution of the JSON PARSE statement on the program name line number, no JSON name/value pair matched the data name of the data item, which has therefore not been modified. Explanation: After processing any literal name
phrase, a specific COBOL data item did not have the appropriate JSON name/pair value. A match occurs when the JSON (Unicode) name and cobol data name (EBCDIC) have the equivalent meaning at the same level (qualification) between JSON text and COBOL structure. · The JSON parser
continued and set the special JSON-STATUS register to 1, a condition that is no exception. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: If the data reference name should be modified by
the JSON PARSE statement, modify the JSON text or COBOL data name or structure. If the data reference name does not need to be changed, the message can be ignored. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0A1 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IGZ0322I During the execution of the JSON PARSE statement on the program name number line, none of the data items matched the JSON name offset offset. Explanation: After processing the phrase literals, the given JSON name did not have a matching COBOL data item. A match occurs when the
JSON (Unicode) name and cobol data name (EBCDIC) have the equivalent meaning at the same level (qualification) between JSON text and COBOL structure. · The JSON parser continued and set the special JSON-STATUS register to 2, a condition that is no exception. Offset refers to byte offset JSON
names from the beginning of JSON text. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: If the data associated with the named JSON value/pair does not matter, the message can be ignored
or you can remove the JSON name/value from the JSON text. If the data associated with the named JSON value/pair is important, use the IME expression to match the data name JSON, or create a new COBOL data item whose name is the same as the name JSON. Symbolic code for feedback: IGZ0A2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0323I During the execution of the JSON PARSE statement on the program name number line, the duplicate JSON name/par value in offset matches the data items of the data name. Duplicate values are
accepted. Explanation: More than one JSON name/par values match a specific COBOL data item. The JSON values were identical, so the first assigned value was retained. · The JSON parser continued and set the special JSON-STATUS register to 4, a condition that is no exception. Offset refers to byte
offset JSON names from the beginning of JSON text. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer Response: Ignore a message if the data in the COBOL group is ok, or remove duplicate JSON
name/value pairs from JSON text. Symbolic code for feedback: IGZ0A3 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0324I During the execution of the JSON PARSE statement on the program name number line, the JSON string with the name JSON-
name in offset had fewer elements than the data name of the matching table item. Additional table elements have not been modified. Explanation: A given JSON string had lower values than the corresponding COBOL table item, therefore additional elements in the COBOL table case were not modified. ·
The JSON parser continued and set the special JSON-STATUS register to 8, a condition that is no exception. Offset refers to byte offset JSON names from the beginning of JSON text. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System operation: No system
measures have been taken. Answer If it is ok that all elements of the COBOL table has not been modified, and then ignore the message. If this is not right, then modify the number of values in the JSON string or the number of occurrences of the corresponding COBOL table item. Symbolic code for
feedback: IGZ0A4 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0325I During the execution of the JSON PARSE statement on the program name number line, the JSON field with the name JSON-name in offset had more value than the data name of
the table matching entry. Additional values have been ignored. Explanation: A specific JSON string had more elements than the corresponding COBOL table item, therefore additional values in the JSON string were ignored. · The JSON parser continued and set the special JSON-STATUS register at 16, a
condition that is no exception. Offset refers to byte offset JSON names from the beginning of JSON text. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: If data that isn't stored in a COBOL
group doesn't matter, you can ignore the message or modify the number of values in the JSON string. If the data that was not stored was important, modify the number of occurrences in the corresponding COBOL table item. Symbolic code for feedback: IGZ0A5 --------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------- IGZ0326I During the execution of the JSON PARSE statement on the program name number line, the data item of the data name was not changed because the JSON name/value in the offset offset was a special null value. Explanation: The cobol data
item value was not changed because the JSON value was nullly interpreted as a task skip instruction. · The JSON parser continued and set the special JSON-STATUS register at 32, a condition that is no exception. Offset refers to byte offset JSON values from the beginning of JSON text. · This worktime
message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: If cobol data needs to be modified, change the zero value of the pair from the JSON text. If it is ok that the COBOL data item has not been modified, ignore the
message or remove the name/value pair with the null value from the JSON text. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0A6 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0327I During the execution of the JSON PARSE statement on the program name number
line, the JSON string with the name JSON-name in offset included one or more nullities. The corresponding elements in the data name of the matching table item have not been changed. Explanation: Default JSON String is one or more null values. The corresponding elements in the corresponding
COBOL table item have not been changed because the JSON value has been nullly interpreted as a task skip instruction. · The JSON parser continued and set the special JSON-STATUS register at 64, a condition that is no exception. Offset refers to byte offset JSON names from the beginning of JSON
text. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer Response: If all table occurrences were modified, change the JSON text so that there is no null value. If it is ok that not all occurrences have been
modified, ignore the message or modify the number of values in the JSON string and the maximum occurrence of its matching COBOL table item. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0A7 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0328I During the
execution of the JSON PARSE statement on the program name number line, the allocation of the JSON name/value pair value at offset to a data item with a data name resulted in a loss of significance (SIZE ERROR). Explanation: A specific JSON value was either a string that consisted only of decimal
digits or a number and did not fit its corresponding cobol data item. The JSON value was truncated during the task. · The JSON parser continued and set the special JSON-STATUS register to 128, a condition that is no exception. Offset refers to byte offset JSON values from the beginning of JSON text. ·
This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: Modify the JSON value or COBOL data item to ensure they match. Symbolic code for feedback: IGZ0A8 -------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------- IGZ0329I During the execution of the JSON PARSE statement on the program name number line, the allocation of the JSON name/value pair value in offset to a data item with a data name resulted in a loss of information. Explanation: A specific
JSON value was a string that consisted of at least one non-decimal digit and did not fit into its corresponding COBOL data item. The JSON value was truncated during the task. · The JSON parser continued and set the special JSON-STATUS register to 256, a condition that is no exception. Offset refers
to byte offset JSON values from the beginning of JSON text. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: Modify the JSON value or COBOL data item to to answer. Symbolic feedback
code: IGZ0A9 IGZ0A9 IGZ0330I During the execution of the JSON PARSE statement on the program name line number, the JSON name/pair value value in offset resulted in one or more replacement characters when translated from Unicode to CCSID specified by the CODEPAGE Builder option. The
translated value is assigned to the data-item name. Explanation: A specific JSON value was translated from Unicode to CCSID before assigning it to the corresponding COBOL data item. During translation, one or more wildcard characters (X'3F) were replaced with unforced characters. · The JSON parser
continued and set the special JSON-STATUS register to 512, a condition that is no exception. Offset refers to byte offset JSON values from the beginning of JSON text. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System operation: No system measures have been
taken. Developer Response: Modify the JSON name/pair value to make sure it contains only characters that can be translated to the CCSID specified by the CODEPAGE compiler option. Symbolic code for feedback: IGZ0AA -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------- IGZ0335W During the execution of JSON PARSE's statement on the program name line number, JSON text in the data name was found to be invalid. In an offset offset, a JSON-token was found, but one of the JSON-tokens was expected. Explanation: JSON-token from JSON text was
invalid and expected to be one or more of the following JSON-tokens: JSON-token Description LEFT CURLY PARENTHeBRAE or RIGHT CURLY BRACKET The sign on the offset was expected to be a left or right curly bracket ({ or }). LEFT QUOTATION MARK OR RIGHT QUOTATION MARK The
character on the offset was expected to be a left or right quotation mark (). JSON VALUE JSON text on offset should have been the beginning of one of the JSON values (string, number, object, field, true, false or null and void). COMMA Offset character was expected to be comma (,). RIGHT SQUARE
BRACKET The sign on the offset was expected to be the right square bracket (]). COLON Character on offset JSON text is expected colon (:). LOWERCASE U or CONTROL CHARACTER The offset character was preceded by a backslash (\) and was expected to be a small agree in (u) or one of the
control characters (, \, /, b, f, n, r, t, or x). UNCONTROLLED CHARACTERS (Unicode U+0000 – U+001F) The sign on the offset was one of the control characters (Unicode U+0000 - U+001F) and was expected to escape it. HEXADECIMAL DIGIT The offset character was preceded by a backslash and a
character in (\u), and was expected to be one of the hexadecimal digits (0-9, a-f, A-F). DECIMAL DIGIT The offset character was part of the JSON number, therefore it was expected to be decimal digits (0-9). VALID UTF SEQUENCES The character on the offset JSON text was expected to be part of well-
formed UTF byte sequences. See the validity of the byte for UTF data in the CoBOL Language Reference Manual. NON-LOW SURROGATE The figure on the offset was expected to be a non-low surrogate because no high surrogate mother continued. LOW SURROGATE The figure on the offset was
expected to be a low surrogate as a high surrogate continued. · Parser JSON stopped and set the JSON-CODE special register to 100, a requirement of exception. Offset JSON-token byte offset from the beginning of JSON text. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is
specified. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: Modify the content of JSON text appropriately. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0AF ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0336W During the execution of
the JSON PARSE statement on the program name line number, JSON text in the data name was found to be invalid. The JSON text was zero-length or consisted only of white space. Explanation: The text of the JSON that is parsed was empty or had content that consisted only of white spaces.
Acceptable JSON white space is space (Unicode U+0020), horizontal card (Unicode U+0009), line feed/new line (Unicode U+000A) or carriage return (Unicode U+000D). · Parser JSON stopped and set the special JSON-CODE register to 101, a requirement of exception. · This worktime message is
issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer Response: Modify the JSON stream to contain only valid JSON text that is not from white space. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0AG --------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------- IGZ0337W During the execution of JSON PARSE's statement on the program name line number, JSON text in the data name was found to be invalid. Superfluous characters text were found after closing the prosthesis from the most comfortable JSON
object. Explanation: The JSON text was valid and complete. The most embilious final prosthesis (}) was followed by one or more nonwhite space signs. Acceptable JSON white space is space (Unicode U+0020), horizontal card (Unicode U+0009), line feed/new line (Unicode U+000A) or carriage return
(Unicode U+000D). · Parser JSON stopped and set the JSON-CODE special register to 102, a requirement of exception. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: Remove non-space
characters after final prosthesis (}) from the JSON text. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0AH IGZ0AH IGZ0338W During the execution of the JSON PARSE statement on the program name line number, the JSON name/value of the pair in the offset offset was duplication relative to the data item of the data
name, but with a value different from the first (end) name/value match. The value from the first JSON name/value pair match is retained. Explanation: More than one JSON name/par values match a specific COBOL data item. The JSON values were not identical, so the first assigned value was retained. ·
Parser JSON stopped and set the special JSON-CODE register to 103, a requirement of exception. Offset refers to byte offset JSON names from the beginning of JSON text. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System operation: No system measures have
been taken. Developer response: In the JSON text, lag only the desired corresponding JSON name/value pair. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0AI ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0339W During the execution of the JSON PARSE statement
on the program name line number, it was determined that the JSON name/value pair value with the name JSON-name in offset offset does not comply with the corresponding data item. Explanation: The given JSON name showed its corresponding COBOL data item and its value was one of the following:
1. The JSON value was one of a series, number, true or false, but its corresponding COBOL data item was a group. 2. The JSON value was string, but its corresponding COBOL data item was not a table. 3. The JSON value and its corresponding COBOL data item resulted in an invalid move, according to
JSON PARSE rules in the COBOL Reference Manual. · Parser JSON stopped and set the special JSON-CODE register to 104, a requirement of exception. Offset refers to byte offset JSON values from the beginning of JSON text. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is
specified. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer Response: Modify the JSON text or COBOL data item or structure. Symbolic code for feedback: IGZ0AJ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0340W During the
execution of the JSON PARSE statement on the program name line number, it was determined that the value of the JSON name/value pair with the name JSON-name in offset offset is one of special values, true or false. Explanation: A certain JSON value was true or false. Special values true and false
are not supported. · JSON parser stopped and set up a special registry 105, which is a condition of exception. Offset refers to byte offset JSON values from the beginning of JSON text. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS is specified. System Action: No measures have
been taken. Developer response: Remove JSON names/values of couples that have special values true or false. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0AK ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0341W During the execution of the JSON PARSE
statement on the program name line number, no JSON name/value pair matched any data items in the receiver. The recipient's data name has not been modified. Explanation: There was no match between the JSON text and the COBOL data item. A match occurs when the JSON (Unicode) name and
cobol data name (EBCDIC) have the equivalent meaning at the same level (qualification) between JSON text and COBOL structure. · Parser JSON stopped and set the special JSON-CODE register to 106, a requirement of exception. · This worktime message is issued only when the PHRASE DETAILS
is specified. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: Modify the JSON text, name, or data structure of COBOL, or use the name phrase to ensure that the names match. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0AL ** New messages added through PI97171: **** IGZ0345S
Argument-1 for function name in program-name on offset shift was not a valid UTF-16 string. Explanation: Argument-1 is not a valid UTF-16 string. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer Response: Make sure argument-1 is a valid UTF-16 string. Symbolic feedback code:
IGZ0AP ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0346S Argument-2 and argument-3 for the USUBSTR function in the offset program was not a valid combination to support the UTF-16 string. Explanation: The values for argument-2 and
argument-3 for the USUBSTR function were invalid. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer Response: Ensure that argument-2 and argument-3 apply to UTF-16 substitration. Argument-2 must be a number greater than zero. Argument-3 must be a number greater than or
equal to zero. (Argument-2 + argument-3 - 1) must be less than or equal to ULENGTH (argument-1). Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0AQ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0347S The stack box at stack-address of the program name in the
call chain was invalid. Explanation: The COBOL programme STOG framework was found to be corrupt. If the program name can be specified, it is displayed in the message. If corruption is extensive and the name of the program cannot be determined, it is displayed as ???????. System Operation: The
application has been terminated. Developer response: Corruption likely to happen at some point before Location. Identify and correct corruption. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ0AR ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ9900I Message number is
missing. Explanation: The currently installed COBOL library does not have this message while working. When the PTF containing this message is installed, it will usually be displayed. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer Response: Look for the number of messages in the
documentation to understand the reason for the original message. Z/OS Language Environment updates Runtime Messages may be delayed. Look for the COBOL Messaging website 2005368 in ibm.com. This is online documentation titled New Run-Time Messages for Enterprise COBOL V5 and more,
containing updated COBOL Runtime messages. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ9LC ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ9901I Message number is missing. The following inserts are insert-1, insert-2, insert-3, insert-4, insert-5, insert-6, insert-7,
insert-8. Explanation: The currently installed COBOL library does not have this message while working. When the PTF containing this message is installed, it will usually be displayed. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer Response: Look for the number of the message in
the documentation and use the attached inserts to understand the reason for the original message. Z/OS Language Environment updates Runtime Messages may be delayed. Look for the COBOL Messaging website 2005368 in ibm.com. This is online documentation titled New Run-Time Messages for
Enterprise COBOL V5 and more, containing updated COBOL Runtime messages. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ9LD ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ9910W Message number is missing. Explanation: The currently installed COBOL library
does not have this message while working. When the PTF containing this message is installed, it will usually be displayed. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer Response: Look for the number of messages in the documentation to understand the reason for the original
message. Z/OS Language Environment updates Runtime Messages may be delayed. Look for the COBOL Messaging website 2005368 in ibm.com. This is online documentation titled New Run-Time Messages for Enterprise COBOL V5 and more, containing updated COBOL Runtime messages.
Symbolic feedback code: IGZ9LM ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ9911W Message number is missing. The following inserts are insert-1, insert-2, insert-3, insert-4, insert-5, insert-6, insert-7, insert-8. The currently installed COBOL library
does not have this message while working. When the PTF containing this message is installed, it will usually be displayed. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer Response: Look for the number of the message in the documentation and use the attached inserts to
understand the reason for the original message. Z/OS Language Environment updates Runtime Messages may be delayed. Look for the COBOL Messaging website 2005368 in ibm.com. This is online documentation titled New Run-Time Messages for Enterprise COBOL V5 and more, containing updated
COBOL Runtime messages. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ9LN ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ9920E Message number is missing. Explanation: The currently installed COBOL library does not have this message while working. When the
PTF containing this message is installed, it will usually be displayed. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer Response: Look for the number of messages in the documentation to understand the reason for the original message. Z/OS Language Environment updates Runtime
Messages may be delayed. Look for the COBOL Messaging website 2005368 in ibm.com. This is online documentation titled New Run-Time Messages for Enterprise COBOL V5 and more, containing updated COBOL Runtime messages. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ9M0 ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- IGZ9921E Message number is missing. The following inserts are insert-1, insert-2, insert-3, insert-4, insert-5, insert-6, insert-7, insert-8. Explanation: The currently installed COBOL library does not have this message while working. When the
PTF containing this message is installed, it will usually be displayed. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer Response: Look for the number of the message in the documentation and use the attached inserts to understand the reason for the original message. Z/OS Language
Environment updates Runtime Messages may be delayed. Look for the COBOL Messaging website 2005368 in ibm.com. This is online documentation titled New Run-Time Messages for Enterprise COBOL V5 and more, containing updated COBOL Runtime messages. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ9M1 -
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- IGZ9930S Message number is missing. Explanation: The currently installed COBOL library does not have this message while working. When the PTF containing this message is installed, it will usually be
displayed. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer Response: Look for the number of messages in the documentation to understand the reason for the original message. on the book z/OS Language environment Runtime Messages may be postponed. Look for the COBOL
Messaging website 2005368 in ibm.com. This is online documentation titled New Run-Time Messages for Enterprise COBOL V5 and more, containing updated COBOL Runtime messages. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ9MA ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------ IGZ9931S Message number is missing. The following inserts are insert-1, insert-2, insert-3, insert-4, insert-5, insert-6, insert-7, insert-8. Explanation: The currently installed COBOL library does not have this message while working. When the PTF containing this message is installed, it will
usually be displayed. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer Response: Look for the number of the message in the documentation and use the attached inserts to understand the reason for the original message. Z/OS Language Environment updates Runtime Messages may
be delayed. Look for the COBOL Messaging website 2005368 in ibm.com. This is online documentation titled New Run-Time Messages for Enterprise COBOL V5 and more, containing updated COBOL Runtime messages. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ9MB ------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ9940C Message number is missing. Explanation: The currently installed COBOL library does not have this message while working. When the PTF containing this message is installed, it will usually be displayed. System Operation: The application has
been terminated. Developer Response: Look for the number of messages in the documentation to understand the reason for the original message. Z/OS Language Environment updates Runtime Messages may be delayed. Look for the COBOL Messaging website 2005368 in ibm.com. This is online
documentation titled New Run-Time Messages for Enterprise COBOL V5 and more, containing updated COBOL Runtime messages. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ9MK ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ9941C Message number is missing.
The following inserts are insert-1, insert-2, insert-3, insert-4, insert-5, insert-6, insert-7, insert-8. Explanation: The currently installed COBOL library does not have this message while working. When the PTF containing this message is installed, it will usually be displayed. System Operation: The application
has been terminated. Developer Response: Look for the number of the message in the documentation and use the attached inserts to understand the reason for the original message. Z/OS Language Environment updates Runtime Messages may be delayed. Look for the COBOL Messaging website
2005368 in ibm.com. This is online documentation titled New Messages while running for COBOL V5 and above', containing updated COBOL Runtime messages. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ9ML ** New messages added via PI77290: ***** IGZ0317S The line number call statement in the program-
name of the program caused data to corruption after the section-name section ended. Explanation: The subprogram modified the data beyond the end of the section that contained the argument passed on to that subprogram. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Program Response:
Change the definition of arguments in the call program or the definition of parameters in the so-called subroutine to match, according to the rules in the CoBOL Language Reference Manual, as follows: The description of the data items in the invited program must describe the same number of character
positions as the description of the corresponding data items in the invitation program. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ09T ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0318W The line number call statement in the program name caused data to
corruption after the section ended.-section name. Explanation: The subprogram modified the data beyond the end of the section that contained the argument passed on to that subprogram. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Program Response: Change the definition of arguments
in the call program or the definition of parameters in the so-called subroutine to match, according to the rules in the CoBOL Language Reference Manual, as follows: The description of the data items in the invited program must describe the same number of character positions as the description of the
corresponding data items in the invitation program. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ09U ** The following messages were updated with PI97171: ** IGZ0265S Argument-1 for function name in program-name on offset offset was not a valid UTF-8 string. Explanation: Argument-1 is not a valid UTF-8 string.
System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer Response: Make sure argument-1 is a valid UTF-8 string. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ089 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0266S Argument-2 and argument-3 for the
USUBSTR function in the offset program was not a valid combination for UTF-8 string substites. Explanation: The values for argument-2 and argument-3 for the USUBSTR function were invalid. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer Response: Ensure that argument-2 and
argument-3 apply to UTF-8 substitration. Argument-2 must be a number greater than zero. Argument-3 must be an integer or equal to zero. (Argument-2 + argument-3 - 1) must be less than or equal to ULENGTH (argument-1). Symbolic feedback code: IGZ08A ** New messages added through PI72127
and updated with PI97171: ** IGZ0278S Data item content at the time of reference with the statement number verb number to line number did not pass the NUMERIC class test or contained a value greater than the pictorial clause as revealed by the NUMCHECK Builder option. Explanation: When the
NUMCHECK (ZON,ABD) compilation option is in effect, or the NUMCHECK (PAC,ABD) compiler option is in effect, this message is issued to indicate that the zone decimal (numeric usage view) or packed-DECIMAL data item had invalid content at the time of operation. The compiler generated a
NUMERIC class test, and this data item was tested as nonnumeric. For PACKAGED-DECIMAL data items that have an even number of digits, unused bits are also checked for zeros. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer response: Verify that the data source for this data
item is correct and that the data is not corrupted by other statements. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ08M ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0279W The data-item value value of the data name data item at the time of reference with the
statement number verb-number on the line number in the NUMERIC program name failed or contained a value greater than the picture clause as detected by the NUMCHECK compiler option. Explanation: When the NUMCHECK (ZON,MSG) compilation option is in effect, or the NUMCHECK (PAC,MSG)
compilation option is in effect, this message is issued to indicate that the zone decimal (usage numeric view) or packed-DECIMAL data item had invalid content at the time of operation. The compiler generated a NUMERIC class test, and this data item was tested as nonnumeric. For PACKAGED-
DECIMAL data items that have an even number of digits, unused bits are also checked for zeros. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: Verify that the data source for this data item is correct and that the data is not corrupted by other statements. Symbolic code
for feedback: IGZ08N ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0304W Reference to table name by verb number verb number on line number in program program name addressed area outside the table region. Explanation: When the SSRANGE
option is in force, this message is issued to indicate that the fixed-length table is subscribed in a way that exceeds the defined table size or, for variable-length tables, the maximum Table. Range verification was performed on composite composite and resulted in an address outside the table area. For
variable-length tables, the address is outside the table area defined when everything HAPPENS DEPENDING on the objects at maximum values; the current value of the ODO object is not considered. The verification was not carried out on individual subscripts. System Operation: The application has
been terminated. Developer Response: Ensure that the value of literal subscriptors or the value of variable subscriptors, or both, as evaluated at the time of running, does not exceed the subscripted dimensions for the subscripted data in the failed statement. Symbolic code for feedback: IGZ09G ------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0305W The size of the variable-length group group exceeded the maximum defined group length at the time of reference verb number verb number on the line number in the program name. Explanation: When the
SSRANGE option is in effect, this message is issued to indicate that a variable-length group generated by EVENTS DEPENDING ON has a length of less than zero or is greater than the limits defined in the RELEASE DEPENDING ON the clauses. The range check was done on the composite length of
the group, not on the individual OCCURS DEPENDING ON the objects. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer response: Make sure that depending on the objects as rated at the time of running, it does not exceed the maximum number of dimension occurrences for tables
within the reference group item. Symbolic code for feedback: IGZ09H ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0306W The reference-change-value reference value on the line number in the program name that was not equal to 1 was found in the
reference to the data item-item that was transferred by value. Explanation: The length value in the amending reference specification was not equal to 1. The length value must be equal to 1. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer response: Check the indicated line number in
the program to ensure that all benchmarks are modified in length (or will be resolved) 1. Symbolic code for feedback: IGZ09I ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0307W ALL table reference to table name by verb number verb number on line
number in program name had ALL subscript specified for REPORTS DEPENDING ON DIMENSION, and the object was less than or equal to 0. Explanation: When the SSRANGE option is in force, this message is issued to indicate that there are 0 dimension occurrences that have been written by all.
Verification is carried out in relation to the current value OCCURS DEPENDING ON THE System System Check-in has been cancelled. Developer Response: Make sure that odo objects(s) all-subscripted dimensions of any subscripted item in the specified statement are positive. Symbolic feedback code:
IGZ09J ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0308W The reference value of the starting position of the reference-change-value change on the line number in the program program name referred to an area outside the data item-item area.
Explanation: The initial position value in the reference specification of the modification was less than 1 or greater than the current length of the data item being modified. The position baseline must be a positive number less than or equal to the number of characters in the reference modified data item.
System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer response: Check the starting position value in the change reference specification. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ09K ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0309W A non-
positive reference value of the length of the reference-modification-value change on the line number in the program program name was found in the reference to the data item-item. Explanation: The length value in the amending reference specification was less than or equal to 0. The length value must be
a positive number. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer response: Check the indicated line number in the program to ensure that all benchmarks are modified length values (or will be resolved) positive numbers. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ09L ------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0310W The reference modification of the starting position of the benchmark-alter-value value and the length of the length value on the line number in the program name caused reference beyond the most convenient data item-item
character. Explanation: The starting position and length value in the amending reference specification are combined to resolve the area outside the end of the reference modified data item. The sum of the starting position and the value of minus one length must be less than or equal to the number of
characters in the reference modified data item. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer Response: Check the indicated line number in the program to ensure that all reference modified start values and lengths are set so that the reference is not referenced outside the end
character of the data item. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ09M IGZ0311W ALL table reference to table by verb, the verb number on the line-number in the program-name will exceed the upper limit of the table. Explanation: When the SSRANGE option is in effect, this message is issued to indicate that a
multidimension table with ALL listed as one or more subscriptors will result in a reference beyond the table ceiling. The range check was performed on composite subscripts and maximum phenomena for all subscripted dimensions. For variable-length tables, the address is outside the table area defined
when everything HAPPENS DEPENDING on the objects at maximum values; the current value of the ODO object is not considered. The verification was not carried out on individual subscripts. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer response: Make sure that depending on the
objects as rated at the time of the run, it does not exceed the maximum number of dimension occurrences for the table items referred to in the failed statement. Symbolic code for feedback: IGZ09N ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0312W
Reference modification the starting value of the position of the starting position on the line in the program name was referenced to an area outside the function result region of the function result of the function result. Explanation: The initial position value in the amending reference specification was less
than 1 or greater than the current length of the function result that was changing. The position baseline must be a positive number less than or equal to the number of characters in the reference result of the modified function. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer response:
Check the starting position value in the change reference specification and the length of the actual function result. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ09O ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0313W Non-positive value of length change of length
references on line number in program name found in reference to function result of function result. Explanation: The length value in the modification reference specification for the function result was less than or equal to 0. The length value must be a positive number. System Operation: The application
has been terminated. Developer response: Check the length value and make the appropriate correction. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ09P ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0314W The starting position reference value for the modification of
the starting position and the length value on the line number in the program name caused reference beyond the most boring character of the function result of the function result. The starting position and length value in the amending reference specification are combined to address the area outside the
end of the reference result of the modified function. The sum of the starting position and the value of minus one length must be less than or equal to the number of characters in the reference modified function result. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer response: Check the



length of the change reference specification against the actual length of the function results and make the appropriate corrections. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ09Q ** New messages added via PI72127: *** IGZ0315S Data name data item content at the time of reference with the statement number verb
number to line number was invalid. The value exceeded the number of digits in the data definition and failed the SIZE ERROR test generated by the NUMCHECK (BIN) compiler option. Explanation: When the NUMCHECK (BIN,ABD) compilation option is in effect, this message is issued to indicate that
the binary data item had invalid data content at the time of operation. The builder generated a SIZE ERROR test, and this data item contained a value that exceeded the size of the data item according to the image clause in its data definition. System Operation: The application has been terminated.
Developer response: Verify that the data source for this data item is correct and that the data item is not corrupted by other statements. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ09R ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0316W The data-item-value of the
data name at the time of reference with the statement number verb-number on the line number in the program name was invalid. The value exceeded the number of digits in the data definition and failed the SIZE ERROR test generated by the NUMCHECK (BIN) compiler option. Explanation: When the
NUMCHECK (BIN,MSG) compilation option is in effect, this message is issued to indicate that the binary data item had invalid data content at the time of operation. The builder generated a SIZE ERROR test, and this data item contained a value that exceeded the size of the data item according to the
image clause in its data definition. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: Verify that the data source for this data item is correct and that the data item is not corrupted by other statements. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ09S ** New messages added via PI51224:
**'.* IGZ0277W The value of the data name data item data item at the time of reference with the number-number verb on the line number in the numeric name failed the NUMERIC class test generated by the ZONECHECK compiler option. compilation option is in effect, this message is issued to indicate
that the zone decimal data point (numerical usage view) had invalid content at the time of operation. The compiler generated a NUMERIC class test, and this data item was tested as nonnumeric. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: Verify that the data source for
this data item is correct and that the data is not corrupted by other statements. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ08L ** New messages added via PI37323: **.*'.** IGZ0275S Data item content at the time of reference verb verb number to line number failed numeric class test generated by ZONECHECK
compiler option. Explanation: When the ZONECHECK(ABD) compilation option is in effect, this message is issued to indicate that the decimal zone data point (numeric usage view) had invalid content at the time of operation. The compiler generated a NUMERIC class test, and this data item was tested as
nonnumeric. System Operation: The application has been terminated. Developer response: Verify that the data source for this data item is correct and that the data is not corrupted by other statements. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ08J ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------- IGZ0276W Data name data item content at the time of reference verb number on line number did not pass the NUMERIC class test generated by the ZONECHECK compiler option. Explanation: When the ZONECHECK (MSG) compilation option is in effect, this message is
issued to indicate that the decimal zone data point (numerical usage view) had invalid content at the time of operation. The compiler generated a NUMERIC class test, and this data item was tested as nonnumeric. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: Verify that
the data source for this data item is correct and that the data is not corrupted by other statements. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ08k ** New messages added via PM86742: ** IGZ0268W An invocation was made from the OS/VS COBOL program name. Explanation: Invocation of OS/VS COBOL program
was made. OS/VS COBOL programs cannot interoper with Enterprise COBOL V5 programs. In addition, IBM may remove support for OS/VS COBOL programs from the Language Environment in the future. Therefore, users need to know if they are using OS/VS COBOL programs and what the program
names are. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: Recombite the OS/VS COBOL program with a newer compiler. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ08C ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ IGZ0269W
program-lang version the program name made a call to the OS / VS COBOL program program-name. Explanation: THE COBOL program has made a call to the OS/VS COBOL program with a statement CALL. Using the CALL statement to make calls between enterprise COBOL V5 programs and OS/VS
COBOL programs is not supported. In addition, IBM may remove support for OS/VS COBOL programs from the Language Environment in the future, so users need to know if they are using OS/VS COBOL programs and what the program names are. The OS/VS COBOL program can also be called
assembler program using the IGZCXCC routine. In this case, the actual name of the ASSEMBLER program, as well as information about the version program, will not be available as part of the message. System operation: No system measures have been taken. Developer response: Recombite the
OS/VS COBOL program with a newer compiler. Symbolic feedback code: IGZ08 [{Product:{code:SS6SG3,tag:Enterprise COBOL for z\/OS},Business Unit:{code:BU054, tag:Systems w\/TPS},Component:Documentation,Platform:[{code:PF035,label:z\/OS}],Version:5.1;5.1.1;5.2;6.1,Edition:,Line of
Business:{code:LOB17,label:Mainframe TPS}}] TPS}}]
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